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Calling local technician to repair laptop or carrying it to any PC repair shop is now a thing of past.
Now, even recalling those time-killing and burdensome tasks shivers you to the bottom. Obviously,
to stand firm in this dynamic world, an essence of quick customer-service is vital, and the concept
has been energized with the induction of remote technology.

Manufacturer, developer and core-customer service provider are harnessing the power of the
Internet and remote technology to reach their client in quick and easy way. Some are constrained
with their productsâ€™ version and warranty protocols while others have explored their tech support
horizon to include all. Thus, understanding the situation you can call for remote support. Once you
have permitted their technician for the remote access, they will take the charge of the system in
question. All the catered services are accompanied with e-Service-level-Agreement, putting a
guarantee or satisfaction hologram on it. Any issue incurred meanwhile the SLA period will be
resolved by experts with no extra charges.  You can avail paid as well as free service both.

Want to know how it comes â€œFreeâ€•? Well, priority should be self PC repair and diagnostics, and these
portals have pampered their sites enough with solutions and information. You can rely upon that
information as they are actually processed after the practical diagnosis and troubleshooting of
clientâ€™s PC. Also, you can download software, driver and security products from their portals. To
ease your task the remote assistance and support portals have been intellectually classified under
different categories including Microsoft Windows 7, Vista and XP, Microsoft Office 2007 and 2010,
Microsoft Hotmail, Antivirus Support, remote support and more. Moreover, the technical help-desk is
segregated under various levels, and a case which remains unresolved at any level is escalated to
the subsequent higher level.

Although, there are limitations regarding remote assistance and help services, as they canâ€™t
overcome issues related to hardware, specifically the replacement and repair. Say if there is fault
with the monitor or the hard-disk, or the motherboard and more where physical repair and
maintenance is required, technicians sitting far at a remote place canâ€™t accomplish it. Those, cases
strictly demand on-site visit by a technician or your physical presence at any PC repair service.
Probably, visiting the product service center is a good way to address such problems. But such
situations are occasional, and often your product comes with warranty period spanning up to 3
years, so thatâ€™s not a big deal. Software problems and those related to setting and configuration are
quite frequent; viruses and spyware or in general security issues are also gearing up to put your
system or data into jeopardize, so here comes the actual role of the remote support. Thanks! You
are covered completely, in this regard, and you donâ€™t have to wander for it. Just pick up your phone
and dial the PC support number and speak with a technician. You may also navigate through the e-
mail or chat-support options and put a request.
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support to a fix computer, printer and router related issues. Files or data shared during a remote
support is effectively encrypted.
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